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California’s New State Religion
‘In this world, God loves nothing more than the liberty of the Church.’ St. Anselm
AB 2943, which prohibits churches from selling resources that helps members live chaste lives,
sailed through the Assembly and (barring a miracle) will do the same in the Senate in the next few
days.
Not only does this bill prohibit citizens from resolving gender identity problems according to their
faith, it imposes an immoral standard upon them. California may become the first state in the nation
to demand that citizens with same-sex attraction and gender dysphoria resolve their conflicts
according to state-determined (im)morality. When it does, California will effectively roll out, in the
words of David French, a new state religion of sexual libertinism.
How could this happen? The California legislature is controlled by a handful of special interest
groups, none more powerful than the LGBT+ juggernaut which regularly composes and pushes
through outrageous acts of legislation (their new sex education mandate for all California students
is a doozy). AB 2943 takes this a step further by silencing the voice of the Church as it pertains to
sexual identity.
We all know now that this group is guided by a popular bias, supported by junk science (whenever
any group claims absolute authority based on a handful of psychological studies, stop listening),
which wants us to believe that those vulnerable in their sexual identities will be irreparably
damaged by any effort to restrain and redirect their same-sex attraction. Similarly, this group holds
to the dubious claim that anyone who hates their birth gender, especially children, do violence to
themselves by being reconciled to their gender. This is nothing short of a new morality, a new
vision of human dignity and freedom, in essence, a new religion.
You can see now why AB 2943 wants to silence the Church; she holds the opposite view. To be
defined and driven by one’s same-sex attraction is an act of violence against the person made in
God’s image, and to mutilate one’s body under the pretense of changing genders (an
impossibility) is at best delusional. Given the fact that many in our ranks experience diverse
temptations related to sexual identity, we cast ourselves upon the One who took the hit (2Cor 5:
21) for us and who alone has power to unite us with our truest, most authentic selves.
AB 2943 creates an alternate morality and outlaws the Church’s. If the bill passes:
Our eight Living Waters groups in California may become illegal.
Any books by Christian authors which highlight transforming power of Jesus in the area of sexual
identity may be banned.
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Conferences that include such witnesses may be prohibited.
Let’s not write AB 2943 off as west coastal silliness. California is on the vanguard of progressive
politics for our nation. Her courts overturned the citizens’ choice to ban ‘gay marriage’ (Prop. 8)
which in turn became the case that went to the Supreme Court, redefining marriage in our nation
forever.
Please pray for miraculous intervention in slowing done or stopping this bill. California citizens
would do best to call Gov. Jerry Brown directly at 916-445-2841 and simply stating their opposition
to AB 2943.
Please pray that the Church in California wake up and unite in her radiant truth. I am not a political
animal, I am a Christian who believes in another Kingdom that surpasses both right and left.
Nothing is more essential to God’s heart than His will for humanity made in His image as male and
female, and California politics today desecrates that image in the name of ‘freedom.’ Real
violence will be done to our most vulnerable by AB 2943. May we as the Church arise and answer
the cries of persons in identity crises.
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